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ABSTRACT7

This paper proposes a stochastic formulation of the deep convection triggering by boundary8

layer thermals in a GCM grid cell. For that, a statistical analysis of a LES cloud field9

(Couvreux et al. 2012) in a case of transition from shallow to deep convection over a semi-10

arid land (Niamey, NIGER) is made. Since observations (Lothon et al. 2011) suggest that11

triggering occurs over the largest cloud base cross-sections, the analysis only focuses on the12

largest clouds of the study domain. Based on the dynamical and geometrical properties at13

cloud base, we first propose a new computation of the Available Lifting Energy (ALE) that14

must exceed the Convective Inhibition (CIN) for triggering. Another triggering condition is15

then required to make the triggering effective; it is based on the comparison between the16

distribution law (or PDF) of the maximum cross-sections of the domain, and an arbitrary17

threshold cross-section. The exceeding of this threshold cross-section is explicitly represented18

through a random number that has to excess a no-trigger probability, which is computed from19

the PDF of maximum sizes. Therefore, this new stochastic formulation integrates the whole20

transition process from the first cloud to the first convective cell, and can be decomposed in21

3 steps: (i) the appearance of clouds, (ii) the inhibition layer crossing and (iii) the effective22

triggering23
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1. Introduction24

Many features of tropical deep convection are accounted for by the quasi-equilibrium25

hypothesis (QE). According to this hypothesis deep convection responds very rapidly to26

changes in tropospheric stability due to large scale circulation and radiative forcing, so that27

the tropical troposphere is permanently close to a state of equilibrium. However, several28

authors have emphasized that an atmosphere in permanent QE state would exhibit an ex-29

ceedingly low variability at small scale and at large scale (Neelin et al. (2008), Jones and30

Randall (2011) , Raymond and Herman (2011)). Using CRM simulations Raymond and31

Herman (2011) showed that the response of deep convection to a pertubation was very fast32

(hours) only in the lower half of the troposphere while it was much slower in the upper half.33

This points to the importance of the depth of moist convection: the QE hypothesis is valid34

in the region of the troposphere reached by cumulus and congestus clouds, while it is not in35

the region reached only by deep convection. The basic elementary components of deep con-36

vection, the cumulonimbus clouds, are efficient processes warming up the upper troposphere:37

when present, they bring back the CAPE to very low values in matter of hours. However,38

they are short-lived (about 30 minutes) and are present only as long as the triggering of39

new elements goes on. It is then tempting to suppose, following Neelin et al. (2008) and40

Stechmann and Neelin (2011), that the main reason why deep convection departs from QE41

is that there are lapses of time where triggering of new convective cells does not occur and42

where the upper troposphere may wander freely away from QE.43

Subcloud lifting processes and convective inhibition (CIN) are known to exert a strong44

control on deep convection onset and intensity, modulating the entropy flux from the bound-45

ary layer to the free troposphere (Emanuel and Bretherton (1994)). Mapes (2000) assumes46

that deep convective trigger occurs when turbulent kinetic energy in the boundary layer (the47

”triggering energy”) is sufficient to overcome CIN. With this picture in mind the question48

of moist convection occurence and variability in the tropics is strongly dependent on the49

departure of the troposphere from QE states and thus on action of boundary layer processes50
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on deep convection triggering.51

The present series of paper is in the wake of these ideas and adresses the questions of52

deep convection triggering and of its representation in climate models.53

The role of the quasi-equilibrium (QE) hypothesis in the development of deep convection54

parametrizations in climate models cannot be over-emphasized. It is at the heart of the55

very concept of parametrizaton: it makes it possible to express the action of deep convection56

processes as a function of large scale conditions to drive the system towards a state of57

equilibrium.58

However several authors emphasized that departing from QE was a key step to simulate59

a correct climate variability. Obviously, releasing the constrain of QE yields extra degrees60

of freedom. The fact that that this yields an increased variability is by no means obvious.61

However, it seems (Jones and Randall (2011), Neelin et al. (2008)) that adheering strongly62

to QE leads to an insufficient variability, while attempts to perturb the system away from63

QE did increase variability.64

As described in Jones and Randall (2011) (see also Xu et al. (1992)) two family of methods65

have been used to drive the local atmospheric system away from QE: (i) in the super-66

parametrization technique the CRM embedded within each GCM grid cell exhibits internal67

variability (and sensitivity to initial conditions), thus providing a variability around QE (see68

also Plant and Craig (2008)), who emphasize the variability provided by CRMs for given69

large scale conditions); (ii) stochastic parametrizations (Neelin et al. (2008)) may also be used70

either to perturb the deep convective closure or trigger or to perturb randomly the tendencies;71

in the first instance (Stechmann and Neelin (2011)) the convective parametrization is still72

pulling the local tropospheric system towards equilibrium but it does so in a less efficient73

way, especially it does not when convection is not active (either because trigger is perturbed74

or because the perturbed closure led to a break in convective activity); in the second instance75

(Palmer (2012)) the system is no longer driven towards QE but to a target moving randomly76

around QE (notice that this approach is not respecting conservation laws).77
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In the present paper we are concerned with ordinary parametrizations, not with super-78

parametrizations. Moreover, we want to use parametrizations respecting strictly conserva-79

tion laws. Then, following Neelin et al. (2008), we shall assume that moving away from QE80

occurs mainly when deep convection is not active. Thus determining the period of activity81

of deep convection is a key problem for the representation of climate variability.82

In observations and in high resolution simulations of moist convection, the onset of deep83

convection is the time when cumulus clouds reach the upper troposphere, displaying a fast84

jump from a shallow state to a much deeper state. Prior to this jump the boundary layer85

enters a transition regime during which cumulus clouds become gradually deeper while re-86

maining in the low troposphere. Thus the onset of deep convection appears as the sudden87

emergence of a congestus or cumulonimbus cloud in a cumulus field. Chaboureau et al.88

(2004) show that during the transition phase the updraught vertical velocities at cloud base89

are large enough for the plumes to overcome the convective inhibition but that entrainment90

of exceedingly dry air limits their vertical development to the lower free troposphere. It91

is only when the lower free troposphere is moist enough that the sharp transition to deep92

convection occurs. Thus they propose a two-step trigger in which stability and moisture are93

the two critical variables controlling the transition.94

We shall follow this idea and attempt to design a two-step trigger applicable to any95

present boundary layer parametrization using a mass-flux scheme, and coupled with deep96

convection.97

Actually, most of currents GCMs (General Circulation Model) miss this transition phase,98

and consequently, poorly represent the diurnal cycle of deep convection over land. They99

simulate a precipitation peak around noon while according to observations it is later in100

the afternoon (Yang and Slingo (2001), Guichard et al. (2004) and Bechtold et al. (2004)).101

Guichard et al. (2004) analyse this shift of the diurnal cycle of precipitation as simulated by102

SCMs relative to high resolution simulations. According to the authors, this is due to the103

fact that the gradual moistening of the low free troposphere by overshooting cumulus is not104
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represented in GCM parametrizations. Hence, currents GCM cannot capture the succession105

of dry, shallow and deep convection regimes.106

The question of triggering arises when trying to treat separately shallow and deep con-107

vective regimes. Especially over lands, in which local processes of shorter time-scales gain108

influence in controlling the convection life cycle. Furthermore, the continental boundary layer109

is, on average, more developed than the marine boundary layer (Medeiros et al. (2005)) and110

capped by a stronger inhibition layer (CIN, Convective INhibition). In such cases, consider-111

ing the fact that the parcel cannot reach its LFC without some small-scale (i.e subgrid) pro-112

cesses, a subgrid ”Trigger function” (Kain and Fritsch (1992)) must be represented. Kain and113

Fritsch (1992) showed that those ”Trigger functions” deeply affect the GCMs and Numerical114

Weather Prediction (NWP) models ability to forecast the life cycle of deep convection.115

Some convection schemes, like Kuo (1974), were designed to initiate convection whenever116

a threshold value in mass or moisture convergence is exceeded in a grid point. Others,117

assuming the Quasi-Equilibrium hypothesis (Arakawa and Schubert (1974)) triggers of-the-118

moment the large scale conditions deviate too far from equilibrium state, in such a way119

that deep convection adjusts itself quasi-instantaneously to the large scale perturbation.120

Some other schemes trigger deep convection whenever the buoyancy becomes positive at the121

vicinity of the cloud base level, and Mapes (2000) introduces in a simplified model a trigger122

energy depending on the subgrid scale turbulence fluctuations.123

In the current version of the atmospheric component of the LMD’s GCM (LMDZ5B,124

Hourdin et al. (2012)), we use the ALE/ALP framework (Grandpeix and Lafore (2010), Rio125

et al. (2009), Rio et al. (2012)) in which deep convection is coupled with sub-cloud processes126

thanks to two variables: the Available Lifting Energy (ALE, expressed in J kg−1) and the127

Available Lifting Power (ALP, expressed in W m−2). Convection triggering and closure are128

expressed in terms of ALE (Convection is triggered when ALE is larger than CIN) and ALP129

(cloud base mass flux is proportionnal to ALP) respectively. In the LMDZ5B model, the130

only lifting processes are the boundary layer thermals and the density currents. The ALE131
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is the maximum of the two lifting energies and ALP is the sum of the two lifting powers.132

The present paper is only concerned with deep convection triggering hence only with the133

ALE variable. Moreover, since we are specifically interested in convection intiation, only the134

lifting energy due to boundary layer thermals has to be considered. In the current versions of135

the LMDZ5 GCM it is equal to the maximum vertical kinetic energy in the thermal plume.136

This maximum is generally found near cloud top so that the current implementation of ALE137

takes somehow into account the size of the cumulus clouds. However, as will turn out in 6,138

this is quite insufficient to describe the transition regime.139

In the present paper we stick to the ALE/ALP framework. Hence our purpose is to140

modify ALEBL provided by the boundary layer scheme so that it accounts as well for the141

lower free troposphere humidity as for the kinetic energy of the boundary layer thermals.142

The key question investigated is to know what are the critical parameters of the boundary143

layer which control the transition from a shallow cumulus regime to a deep convective regime.144

Several studies using Cloud Resolving Models have been used to characterize this com-145

plex transition from shallow to deep convection and gain some insights on what variables146

control the deep convection triggering. While Chaboureau et al. (2004) proposes that deep147

convection initiates when a variable called ”the Normalized Saturation Deficit” (NSD) at the148

cloud base reaches its minimum (NSD being strongly linked to the cloud cover, triggering149

occurs when the cloud cover reaches a critical value), Wu et al. (2009) shows that the virtual150

temperature profile of the average cloud is a key factor, and Khairoutdinov and Randall151

(2006) stress the importance of horizontal cloud size. Thus several parameters seem to play152

a key role in deep convection triggering: (i) at cloud base, the humidity of the troposphere,153

the cloud cover, the size of individual clouds; (ii) above cloud base, the thermodynamical154

properties of cumulus clouds.155

Given all these questions concerning the transition to deep convection, we tackle the156

problem of the representation of deep convection triggering in climate models. Thanks to157

LES (Large Eddy Simulation) datas in a continental case of transition from shallow to deep158
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convection, we extract the statistical properties of the thermal plumes at the cloud base level159

and propose a new computation of ALEBL (Grandpeix and Lafore (2010)). The goal is to160

propose a simple formulation of the triggering process, easily integrable in a GCM. This new161

formulation describes the whole transition process and in particular the stochastic nature of162

the triggering.163

Next part describes the theoretical framework and section 3 the method. The cross-164

section spectrum of the thermal plumes inside the domain is studied in section 4 and the165

vertical velocity spectrum inside the plumes in section 5. The ALEBL computation is given166

in section 6. The triggering formulation is proposed in section 7 and some final comments167

are given in section 8.168

2. Statistical thermal plumes169

a. Single plume versus statistical plumes approaches170

The single plume approach is commonly used in present day boundary layer parametriza-171

tions with a mass-flux closure. It is justified when considering a quasi-steady regime, as for172

example shallow cumulus in a subsiding atmosphere. Considering a GCM grid area, the173

cumulus clouds are numerous enough for neglecting the fluctuations around mean, thus, the174

”bulk plume” may be a correct predictor of their collective effect. In such cases, the spec-175

trum of plume sizes does not play a significant role in the representation of boundary layer176

processes, as is the case when computing heat, moisture and buoyancy fluxes. In the single177

plume approach, there is a bulk plume of cross section Stot, covering a fractional area αtot178

and a single mean vertical velocity profile inside w′
u and outside w′

e.179

However, this approach is not enough when plume sizes come explicitly into play, for180

instance when we assume later (see the following sections) that the triggering of deep con-181

vection is due to the largest thermal plumes. Indeed, in a transition period, one can expect182

that fluctuations around the mean become more significant and have to be considered. There-183
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fore, one has then to add a statistical (or spectral) approach to the bulk formulation. Fig 1184

illustrates the differences between the single plume and the statistical approaches.185

Neggers et al. (2003) and Rodts et al. (2003) shed light on the properties of the cloud186

field by the use of aircrafts measurements, satellite data and Large Eddy Simulations. It is187

mentioned that many distribution laws were suspected to fit the cloud size spectrum over188

the domain, among which the exponential law, the lognormal and some other power laws.189

Craig and Cohen (2006) proposed an exponential PDF Pm for representing the individual190

cloud mass flux spectrum ( Pm(m) =
1

〈m〉 exp

(−m

〈m〉
)

, where 〈m〉 represents the mean mass191

flux over the plume population). In order to implement this statistical model in a convective192

parametrization, Plant and Craig (2008) assumed furthermore that, in the vicinity of cloud193

base, vertical velocities in plumes were independent of the plume size. Then the PDF Ps of194

plume sizes is also exponential (since Pm(m)ρw′
p = Ps(s)):195

196

Ps(s) =
1

〈s〉 exp

(−s

〈s〉
)

(1)

The exponential spectrum hypothesis for the mass fluxes has been validated by Craig197

and Cohen (2006b) thanks to Cloud Resolving Model (CRM) simulations. The uniformity of198

the mean vertical velocity at cloud base is reported in observational studies such as Warner199

(1970); it is sometimes assumed in modelling studies (Donner (1993) and, of course, Craig200

and Cohen (2006b)). Thus the exponential spectrum appears as a likely property of cloud201

sizes at cloud base. Its relevance will be assessed in subsection 4.a.202

The plume’s internal fluctuations may also be considered. Emanuel (1991) recalls that203

pioneer aircraft measurements have shown that in-cloud fluctuations exhibit a typical length-204

scale of 100m for temperature, liquid water and water vapor. Malkus (1954) and Warner205

(1970) investigated the properties of in-cloud drafts by means of aircraft measurements.206

They revealed that vertical velocity fluctuations were, at least, as large as the mean value207

across the cloud section.208
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Thereby, those studies suggest that intra-thermal (vertical velocity), as well as inter-209

thermal (cross-section) fluctuations must be considered. Our aim is now then to propose a210

corresponding theoretical representation of the thermal plume field.211

b. Notations and definitions212

In this study we consider as a plume an ensemble of drafts underlying a cloud. This213

consideration implies that some plumes may have a negative cross-section average velocity,214

and so cannot be qualified of ”thermal plumes” (since a thermal plume is buoyant). Never-215

theless, this kind of plumes represent a negligible part of the data which will be exploited in216

this study.217

We consider a domain (a grid cell) of area Sd in which Ntot plumes are present, covering218

an area Stot at the lifting condensation level (LCL, or cloud base level). The fractional area219

covered by the plumes will be denoted αtot (αtot =
Stot

Sd

). At a given level, the domain220

is divided into several regions: (i) the individual plumes (pi, i = 1, Ntot), (ii) the plume221

environment (e). Generally, the overbar (x) denotes the average over a horizontal region,222

which may be the whole domain or the plume environment or a given plume (e.g. w, we,223

wp,i and wp are the large scale vertical velocity and the mean vertical velocities over the224

plume environment, over plume i, and over all plumes respectively), while the brackets (〈x〉)225

denote the arithmetic average over the population of thermal plumes.226

1) Geometry:227

The geometry of plume number i is characterized by the altitudes zlcl,i and zp,i of its228

cloud base and cloud top respectively and by its cross-section si at cloud base. As suggested229

by observational studies, the plume at cloud base may considered as made of independent230

elementary drafts with typical dimension of a few 100 m. Since the LES horizontal resolution231

is 200 m, we arbitrary assume, for simplicity, that the cross section of the elementary drafts232
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is š = 4.104m2. We will show in Sec.6 that this arbitrary parameter is of secondary233

importance, and in Sec c an estimation of a potentially realistic value for š will be suggested.234

A plume i is then composed of ni independent drafts of cross-section š (and underlies235

a cloud). The number of elementary drafts in a plume i is ni =
si

š
. In the following, this236

quantity will be named the dimensionless cross-section or the number of drafts per plume.237

2) Vertical velocities:238

For an air parcel P (x, z) inside plume i two decompositions of the vertical velocity will be239

used. (i) first the usual decomposition in the domain average w and a fluctuation w′
p,i yields240

wp,i(x, z) = w +w′
p,i(x, z); (ii) then the fluctuation w′

p,i(x, z) will be further decomposed into241

a plume average w′
p,i and a second order fluctuation w′′

p,i:242

243

wp,i(x, z) = w + w′
p,i + w′′

p,i(x, z) (2)

A similar development gives, for any parcel located in the subsiding environment:244

245

we(x, z) = w + w′
e + w′′

e (x, z) (3)

The present decomposition is illustrated in Fig 2.246

3) Main features of the plume population:247

• From the individual plume average vertical velocities one may compute the mean ver-248

tical velocity of the whole plume field:249

250

w′
p =

1

Stot

Ntot∑
i=1

siw′
p,i (4)

Similarly, the mean second and third order non-centered moments are defined, respec-251

tively, by;252
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w′2
p =

1

Stot

∑Ntot

i=1 siw′2
p,i and w′3

p =
1

Stot

∑Ntot

i=1 siw′3
p,i.253

• For each plume i, the vertical velocity standard deviation Γw′p,i
and skewness are,254

respectively:255

256

Γw′p,i
=

√
w′2

p,i − w′
p,i

2
(5)

Φw′p,i
=

w′3
p,i − 3w′2

p,iw
′
p,i + 2w′

p,i

3

Γ3
w′p,i

(6)

• The arithmetical mean cross-section over the plume population gives:257

258

〈s〉 =
1

Ntot

Ntot∑
i=1

si (7)

And similarly the mean cloud base (〈zlcl〉 = 1
Ntot

∑Ntot

i=1 zlcl,i) and cloud top altitudes259

(〈ztop〉 = 1
Ntot

∑Ntot

i=1 zp,i).260

• Finally is defined the arithmetical mean plume average velocity over the plume popu-261

lation:262

263

〈
w′

p

〉
=

1

Ntot

Ntot∑
i=1

w′
p,i (8)

And similarly for the second and third order moments.264

3. Data and Methodology265

a. Case description266

The case study investigated here is the AMMA case of 10 July 2006 where a small267

and short-living convective cell developped over Niamey (Lothon et al. (2011)). The whole268
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transition has been caught by several ground-based instruments (radar, wind profiler and269

atmospheric soundings) and completed by satellite data. This case study concerns a typical270

case of transition from shallow to deep convection over semi-arid land with a high Bowen271

Ratio (Bo ≈ 10), and associated with an elevated cloud base (zlcl ≈ 2.5 km). The structure of272

the boundary layer clouds is gradually evolving from a ”cloud street” organization (morning273

till noon) to an isotropic structure composed of larger but more heterogenous cells (from274

noon to mid-afternoon). Around 15:40 LT, deep convective cells develop with associated cold275

pools. The author noted that the first convective cells developed over the largest horizontal276

cloud structures; this supports the relevance of the cloud base cross-section in describing the277

transition process and reinforces the hypothesis made in sec.1.278

A modelling set-up has been developed to represent this case and a Large-Eddy simulation279

is able to represent the main observed features (Couvreux et al. (2012)).280

b. The Large-Eddy Simulation281

The simulation uses the LES version of the MESO-NH non-hydrostatic model developed282

by Lafore et al. (1998). The domain is 100 × 100 × 20 km3 with an horizontal resolution283

of 200 m, a stretched grid on the vertical (from 50 m to 2000 m) and periodic lateral284

boundary conditions. The forcing data were collected by the ARM (Atmospheric Radiation285

Measurement) mobile facility station based at the Niamey Airport. The simulation lasts from286

06:00 LT to 18:00 LT, at which time the cold pool generated by deep convection becomes too287

large relative to the domain. The lower boundary condition consists in imposed homogeneous288

fluxes of heat and water vapour. However, the observations show a large positive surface289

temperature anomaly (around 5K), over which develops the first cell (at 15:40 LT). This290

heterogeneity is suspected to play an important role in the triggering of deep convection291

(enhancing mesoscale circulation and breeze convergence over the hot spot, see Taylor et al.292

(2011)). In order to simulate a similar onset of deep convection the model is forced with a293

low-level moisture convergence in the morning linked to the moonsoon flow, and a low-level294
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ascent of 1.5 cm/s during the afternoon. With these conditions, the LES yields a trigger of295

deep convection around 16:30LT. This simulation has been evaluated against observations296

in Couvreux et al. (2012).297

The material used in the present study consists in various fields extracted from the298

simulation every hour from 12:00LT to 18:00LT and for each cloud: (i) cloud top and cloud299

base altitudes; (ii) cloud base cross-section; (iii) cloud base average of vertical velocity, of its300

square and of its cube; (iv) cloud base maximum vertical velocity.301

c. Method302

Our final goal is to propose a new formulation of ALEBL, that is to compute a maximum303

kinetic energy provided by the thermal plumes, which has to be compared with CIN. This304

may be resumed as compute an estimate of the maximum speed over the domain. Then, the305

following LES analysis is aimed at finding the maximum value distribution for the plume306

cross-sections and for the plume vertical velocities, for computing ALEBL.307

Our starting hypothesis are (i) a two-step triggering (as suggested by Chaboureau et al.308

(2004)) and (ii) that the cloud base cross-section plays a crucial role in controlling the deep309

convection triggering (see Lothon et al. (2011)).310

4. LES analysis: maximum cross-section distribution at311

the cloud base312

a. Cross-section spectrum: P(s)313

Mapes (2000), Khairoutdinov and Randall (2006), Rio et al. (2009), Grandpeix et al.314

(2010) and Del Genio and Wu (2010) suggested that the subcloud layer processes play a315

key role in producing the mechanical forcing, which lifts the parcel from the surface layer316

to its Level of Free Convection (LFC). In a conditionally unstable atmosphere, the Lifting317
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Condensation Level (LCL) nearly corresponds to the top of the boundary layer and to the318

bottom of the convective inhibition layer (CIN). We shall consider it as the most relevant319

level where to represent the couplings between boundary layer processes and deep convection.320

Consequently the present study focuses on the thermal plume properties at cloud base.321

Fig 3 displays with logarithmic coordinates the N-normalized cross-section spectrum322

(Nn = NtotP , where P is the PDF) at two different times. Since the strong peaks at low323

cross-sections are incompatible with exponential distributions, the spectra are fitted with324

double exponential PDFs, also displayed in Fig 3:325

326

Nn(n) =
N1

n1

exp

(−n

n1

)
+

N2

n2

exp

(−n

n2

)
(9)

Where n1 =
S1

š
and n2 =

S2

š
are the average, dimensionless cross-section of each type of327

plumes.328

329

If considering the cross-section s = nš (instead of the dimensionless cross-section n) the330

N-normalized distribution becomes:331

332

Ns(s) =
N1

S1

exp

(−s

S1

)
+

N2

S2

exp

(−s

S2

)
(10)

Where N1 and N2 represent the total number of clouds of each type, and S1 and S2 their333

average cross-sections.334

335

The two exponential PDF corresponding to each type of distribution are:336

337

P1(s) =
1

S1

exp

(−s

S1

)
(11)

P2(s) =
1

S2

exp

(−s

S2

)
(12)

Category 1 gathers a very large population of small cumulus clouds, presumably topping338

the smallest CBL’s thermal plumes. Their cloud base area is ranging from n = 1 to 40339
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drafts (see Fig 3), and their depth fluctuates between 50 m to 500 m (not shown). The340

corresponding thermals play an important role since they moisten the lower free troposphere341

and thus favour the growth of future cumulus clouds. However, due to their small size, we342

do not expect them to contribute to the triggering of deep convection.343

Category 2 concerns small and intermediate clouds building the distribution tail (i.e the344

right branch of the N-PDF plotted in Fig 3). Their cloud base area is ranging from n = 1345

to 160 drafts (see Fig 3), and their depth fluctuates between 500 m to 2000 m (not shown).346

Knowing that size is an important proxi for describing the transition phase, we expect that347

type-2 plumes are the only one category of interest.348

The remaining class of clouds (not shown) is not represented by the fitting function given349

in Eq 10, it concerns deep convective clouds (i.e congestus and cumulonimbus appearing after350

16:30 LT in the LES).351

b. Cross-section spectrum evolution352

Fig 4 a) represents the fitting N-normalized PDF evolution (defined in Eq 10) for the353

afternoon hours of the simulation (12:00 to 18:00 LT). The slope of the exponential distri-354

bution of type-2 clouds decreases with time, while it does not seem to vary appreciably for355

type-1 clouds.356

Fig 4 b) and c) gives further details about the evolution of each cloud population. First,357

Fig 4 b) shows that N2 is decreasing all along the transition period. It is less trivial to358

extract a tendency for population 1, as errorbars are very important at 12:00 LT (only359

small clouds are present) and 13:00 LT: at those times the populations 1 and 2 are more360

or less confounded. Therefore, the population N1 as well as the average cross-section S1361

stays nearly constant from 13:00 LT up to the trigger time 16:30 LT. On the contrary, Fig362

4 c) shows that S2 increases form 12:00 LT up to 18:00 LT. In other words, the transition363

from shallow to deep convection gives rise to fewer structures but larger ones, suggesting364

that the gradual drying and deepening of the boundary layer (Lothon et al. (2011) and365
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Couvreux et al. (2012)) is correlated with fewer but larger plumes feeding deeper cumulus366

clouds. Since the tendencies of population N2 and S2 are of opposite signs, the fractional367

coverage αtot (as suggested by Chaboureau et al. (2004) through the NSD) is a priori not the368

best proxi for describing the transition process. The present study shows that the average369

cross-section is a more pertinent predictor. This also reinforces the relevance of considering370

spectral plumes rather than a bulk plume, and both the plume population and their mean371

cross-section separately.372

The largest plumes are the key elements of the transition. To make this more precise, in373

the following, we study the statistical properties of the type-2 plumes. However, since the374

cloud base cross-section is a variable absent from boundary layer parametrizations using the375

single plume approach, we first turn to establishing empirical relationships between cloud376

base cross-section and vertical cloud development.377

c. Vertical vs horizontal cloud development378

The cloud base altitude and the cloud depth are largely determined by the thermody-379

namic profiles of the environment and the air parcel. Hence, this subsection dedicated to380

study the potential link existing between the vertical characteristics of the type-2 cumulus,381

and their horizontal lengthscale. The typical horizontal lengthscale of cloud i is
√

si, with382

statistical mean over the population
〈√

si

〉
(similar to Eq 7). The vertical lengthscales of383

the type-2 cloud field are given by the mean cloud base 〈zlcl〉 and cloud top 〈ztop〉 altitudes.384

We assume that there is a linear relationship between the root mean square plume di-385

ameter
√

S2, the boundary layer height and the mean cloud thickness. Assuming that the386

mean cloud base altitude 〈zlcl〉 is a good approximation for the boundary layer height, this387

linear relation reads:388

389

√
S2 = a(〈ztop〉 − 〈zlcl〉) + b 〈zlcl〉 (13)
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where a and b are parameters to be tuned The first term corresponds to a simple cloud390

model, in which the cloud width is proportional to its height. The second term accounts391

for the fact that the aspect ratio of the PBL coherent structures may be considered fixed392

(and cloise to 2) so that thicker boundary layers display larger cells which, in turn, allow393

wider clouds. Coefficients a and b were determined by fitting
√

S2(t), 〈ztop〉 (t) and 〈zlcl〉 (t)394

at times t in the range 12:00 to 16:00 LT (i.e before deep convection triggers) with Eq 13.395

The results were that coefficients a and b were poormy constrained but highly correlated, so396

that the results of the fit may be approximated by:397

a = 1.5 ± 0.8 and b = 0.25 − 0.1 (a− 1.5)

So that we decided, for simplicity, to assume the arbitrary parameters a = 1. and398

b = 0.3. Nevertheless, the large uncertainties should require more LES results to better399

constrain those values.400

The quality of the fit with parameters a = 1 and b = 0.3 is visible in Fig 5, where the401

time-evolution of S2 and its approximation S2 following Eq 13 are displayed. The difference402

between the two variables is within two standard deviations during the whole transition403

period (from 12:00 to 17:00). Another important result is that neither a nor b are compat-404

ible with zero (at two standard deviations for a and more than three for b): hence both405

the dependence on the boundary layer height and on the cloud thickness are necessary to406

determine the cloud base cross section.407

The dependence of the typical size of the thermals at cloud base to the cloud base altitude408

is consistent with the constant aspect ratio of the boundary layer structures. Nevertheless,409

the fact that cloud base size is also correlated with the cloud depth is more tricky. We briefly410

discuss it through 2 diabatic processes. Those two processes may be responsible for the411

gradual widening of the cloud base, associated with the cloud layer deepening. Nevertheless,412

nothing in the present study could help to confirm and/or to dismiss one of those mechanisms,413

they are just presentend here as hypothesis.414
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The first process is the diabatic cooling by rain evaporation. High resolution simulations415

(Khairoutdinov and Randall (2006), Matheou et al. (2011), Boing et al. (2010)) showed that416

density currents induced by rain evaporation often appear before deep convection triggers,417

and play a role in the transition from shallow to deep convection. They suppress convection418

in their core and favour it on their edges by lifting the environment unstable air, in particular419

where density currents collide. This leads to the emergence of sparse but strong updrafts,420

yielding deeper and larger cloud structures. Even though this process is more and more421

suspected to govern the transition phase, Couvreux et al. (2012) noticed that the absence422

of evaporative cooling did not affect the deep convection triggering. The second one is the423

diabatic heating by condensation. Clark et al. (1986) evokes the fact that mid-size cumulus424

cloud heating can trigger gravity waves. Indeed, the author shows in a 2D framework, that425

convective heating by shallow convection can enhance the vertical propagation of gravity426

waves, which reflect on the tropopause and feed back on the low levels, selecting eddies whose427

horizontal lengthscale is comparable with the gravity wave spacing. Such a mechanism would428

operate a scale selection on thermal eddies and favour more sparse and larger horizontal429

structures during the transition.430

Since we assume that the triggering occurs over the largest cloud of the domain, we now431

look at the maximum cross-section distribution of the type-2 plumes.432

d. Maximum cross-section distribution: Pmax(Smax)433

As mentioned earlier, the type-2 plumes contains the largest thermals. At a given time, it434

is described by the PDF P2(s) given in Eq 12. As shown in the Appendix, the cross-section435

Smax of the largest plume is a random variable with CCDF Fmax(Smax) given in Eq A7 from436

which may be derived a PDF Pmax(Smax) which verifies Eq A2, that is:437

438

Pmax(Smax) =
−dFmax(Smax)

dSmax

(14)
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The median Smax of the Smax distribution is given by the approximate formula Eq A8439

with πt = ln(2):440

441

Smax = S2 ln

(
N2

0.7

)
(15)

The maximum value PDF Pmax(Smax) and estimated Smax at various times are plotted in442

Fig 6. Fig 6 a), Pmax(Smax) confirms that the distribution tail is increasing while transition443

occurs. Larger structures are appearing in the domain but coexist with still numerous small444

ones. As a result the cross-section spectrum is widening and prolongs itself to the high values445

of Smax. Indeed, during the early afternoon (i.e 12:00 and 13:00) Pmax(Smax) is relatively446

peaked, and accordingly, Smax fits well with the simulated values (Smax) (see Fig 6 b)).447

Then later on, the distance |Smax − Smax| seems to increase with time, as predicted by the448

spectrum widening Pmax(Smax) (except at 15:00 for which, by chance, the estimated value is449

almost equal to the simulated one). This suggests that the exponential distribution P2(s)450

pertinently describes the tail of the cross section density spectrum. This can be further451

assessed when looking at the maximum values CCDF (Fmax(Smax)) histogram (not shown)452

is also compatible with a flat distribution for the 7 realisations (12:00 till 18:00) of Smax453

considered here. Fig 6 b) also shows that, from 17h onwards, the estimated values diverge454

from the simulated ones. This is consistent with Fig 5, indeed once deep convection has455

triggered Eq 13 is no more valid.456

Therefore, from the PDF Pmax(Smax), we have extracted an estimator of the maximum457

cross-section Smax of the domain, over which the triggering has the largest probability to458

occur. Since we are trying to compute an ALEBL, our goal is then to estimate the statistical459

maximum vertical velocity corresponding to that ”maximum” plume (for getting a statistical460

ALEBL,stat). For that, we have first to characterize the vertical velocity spectrum of the461

plumes, and to find out the maximum vertical velocities distribution of the plumes.462
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5. LES analysis: maximum vertical velocities distribu-463

tion of type-2 plumes464

a. Method465

In the preceeding section, we suggested that only type-2 plumes were involved in the466

transition process. Hence, we only focused on the dynamical properties of those plumes, and467

filter out the type-1 plumes. The aim is to extract from the LES data a large enough sample468

composed of type-2 plumes only. For that, the whole LES simulation (i.e from 12:00 to 18:00469

LT) is gathered in a unique dataset of 9500 clouds. Then, only clouds which verifies n > 40470

drafts (i.e s > 4.104 m2, or D > 1500 m) are taken into account; the resulting dataset is471

made of about 900 clouds of type-2 exclusively. Finally, this dataset is divided in ten samples472

sorted into increasing cross-section.473

Table 1 displays, for each sample k, characterized by its n range and composed of Ntot,k =474

90 clouds, the arithmetic means 〈.〉k of various fields at cloud base: (i) the average vertical475

velocity (defined in Eq 4), (ii) the second and third order non-centered moment, (iii) the476

maximum velocity w′
max,i and (iv) the standard deviation Γw′p,i

and the skewness Φw′p,i
.477

b. Vertical velocity moments478

Trying to characterize the vertical velocity distribution inside the plumes, we first look479

at the sensitivity of the velocity moments to the mean cross-section of each sample.480

Fig 7 displays the pairs
[
〈n〉k :

〈
w′

p

〉
k

]
,

[
〈n〉k :

〈
w′2

p

〉
k

]
and

[
〈n〉k :

〈
w′3

p

〉
k

]
. From Fig481

7, it seems that the sample mean of the cross-section averaged vertical velocities
〈
w′

p

〉
k

does482

not depend on the mean dimensionless cross-section of the sample 〈n〉k. Hence, whatever the483

sample k,
〈
w′

p

〉
k

=
〈
w′

p

〉
, where

〈
w′

p

〉
is the arithmetic average over the whole population484

(composed of the 10 samples). Fig 7 also shows that it is also true for the second and485

third order non-centered moments of w′
p; that is, whatever the k,

〈
w′2

p

〉
k

=
〈
w′2

p

〉
and486
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〈
w′3

p

〉
k

=
〈
w′3

p

〉
. Extending this result to the individual plume scale yields that the plume487

averaged w′
p,i, second order moments w′2

p,i and third order moments w′3
p,i are not sensitive to488

the cross-section si of the plume considered.489

Hence, whatever the plume i:490

491

w′
p,i = w′

p (16)

w′2
p,i = w′2

p (17)

w′3
p,i = w′3

p (18)

This gives, for the standard deviation and skewness:492

493

Γw′p,i
= Γw′p

Φw′p,i
= Φw′p

Thus, the vertical velocity spectrum may be considered uniform over the plume field.494

This means that, at a given time, all the plumes of the domain exhibit the same spectrum495

for the draft velocities P(w′
p). Since the vertical velocity inside the plume results from a496

balance between buoyancy, pressure and friction forces (Simpson and Wiggert (1969)), this497

result suggests that all type-2 plumes (i.e with diameter greater than 1.5 km) experience498

the same balance of forces. Since lateral entrainment only involves the plume’s peripheral,499

we may expect that, above a certain diameter, it does play a negligible role in the plume’s500

motion (because the area of the external ring is much less than the plume’s cross-section).501

c. PDF of vertical velocity P(w′
p,i)502

In order to increase the statistical significance, we decide temporarily (only in this sub-503

section) to divide the dataset in only 5 samples of 180 plumes each, sorted into increasing504

cross-sections. Fig 8 displays the five corresponding histograms of mean vertical velocity at505
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cloud base w′
p,i: the spectrum P(w′

p,i) in the various samples look very similar to gaussians506

with widths Γw′p,i
roughly proportionnal to

1√
n

. This is in agreement with the hypothesis507

that the elementary draught vertical velocities are independent gaussian random variables508

such as:509

510

P(w′
p,i) =

1√
2πΓw′p,i

exp

(
−(w′

p,i − w′
p,i)

2

2Γ2
w′p,i

)
(19)

Of course Eq 19 is not strictly valid since the skewness of the vertical velocity distribution511

is non-zero (see Table 1 column 8). However we shall assume that the vertical velocity PDF512

differs from a gaussian only in the low velocity region and that Eq 19 represents accurately513

the PDF in the region of the velocities relevant for triggering. This assumption will be514

justified a posteriori by the results of the next subsection.515

Supplementary remarks516

1.Reference cross-section š of the drafts:517

It has been noticed that the approximated relationship Γw′p,i
≈ 4 1√

n
was verified for518

the 5 samples considered. This suggests that the independent, gaussian drafts may have519

a reference cross-section nearly equal to 4š = 1.6 ∗ 105 m2, that is a typical lenghtscale of520

l = 400 m (instead of the arbitray l = 200 m which has been chosen in sec.b).521

2.Vertical velocity mean and standard deviation:522

From Table 1 columns 4 and 7, the sample averages of the mean and of the standard523

deviation of the cloud-base vertical velocity
〈
w′

p

〉
k

and
〈
Γw′p

〉
k

are nearly equal. Therefore,524

we shall assume that the cloud-base vertical velocities within each plume display uniform525

and equal mean and standard deviation:526
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527

w′
p = Γw′p (20)

This assumptation has already been used by Grandpeix and Lafore (2010) and Grandpeix528

et al. (2010), and will also be used in the stochastic parametrization for deep convection529

triggering presented in the second paper of this series.530

d. Maximum vertical velocities distribution Pmax(w
′
max,i)531

Since we have characterized the velocity spectrum (P(w′
p,i)), the next step is to look532

for the maximum-value distribution of w′
p,i, given a thermal i made of ni drafts (i.e of533

cross-section si). According to Appendix A, from the vertical velocity PDF, it is possible534

to retrieve a distribution law for the maximum values Pmax(w
′
max,i) (see Eq A2) and to535

compute an estimator W ′
max,i (see Eq A11) of the maximum velocity at the cloud base. A536

representative value of this estimator can be the median value, corresponding to πt ≈ 0.7.537

Introducing this statement in Eq A11, taking into account the uniformity of w′
p and Γw′p and538

averaging over each sample k yields the estimated (median) maximum velocity:539

540

〈
W ′

p,max

〉
k

= w′
p + Γw′p

√√√√ln

(
〈n〉2k
2ππ2

t

)
− ln

(
ln

(
〈n〉2k
2ππ2

t

))
(21)

Fig 9 a) displays the sensitivity of the maximum values PDF (Pmax(w
′
max,i)) of a plume i541

to its cross-section si. The PDF is relatively peaked and thin in all cases, becoming slightly542

narrower as the cloud base area increases. Consequently, the estimator W ′
max,i is expected to543

give a good approximation of the simulated w′
max,i at any time (contrary to Smax). Fig 9 b)544

compares the pairs
[〈

w′
p,max

〉
k

: 〈n〉k
]

and
[〈

W ′
p,max

〉
k

: 〈n〉k
]

for each sample k. The sample-545

mean estimator
〈
W ′

p,max

〉
k

is in line with the sample-mean maximum
〈
w′

p,max

〉
k

extracted546

from the LES data. This result suggests that the hypothesis considering the mean ascending547

thermal plume as an ensemble of independent drafts, with a Gaussian velocity spectrum,548

seems relevant. Moreover, the maximum velocity encountered does not depend in anything549
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else that the sampling effect: the more numerous the updrafts at the cloud base, the more550

the probability to get a strong one. Indeed, the analytical formulae given in Eq 21 does not551

take into account of entrainment/detrainment mixing or any other physical process.552

In current thermal plume parametrizations using a mass-flux scheme, it is supposed that553

the entrained air from the subcloud layer is a rest gas. Hence, entrainment is a braking term554

in the parcel’s equation of motion. Since entrainment only affects the peripheral zone of the555

thermal plume, one can expect that larger plumes are less sensitive to lateral entrainment556

(see Sec b). Thereby, larger plumes can host stronger updrafts in their core. But here557

it is shown that the sampling effect alone largely determines the maximum velocity w′
max,i558

encontered in a plume i of cross-section si. In other words, if considering a plume i, an559

increase of the cross-section si is accompagned by a corresponding increase of the number560

of random samplings for the vertical velocity w′
p,i, finally leading to a statistical increase of561

the maximum velocity w′
max,i. Then, according to this study, the fact to consider that larger562

clouds host more undiluted parcels in their core is not the best way to explain the velocity563

maximum, at least at the could base level.564

This concordance between simulated and calculated maximums also shows that the tail565

of the Gaussian distribution of the velocity field (P(w′
p,i)) in each plume i is pertinent. Since566

our concern is the deep convection triggering, we do focus on high velocities. And we try to567

verify if the independent gaussian draft is relevant, at least for the distribution tail. A way568

to do that is to plot the histogram of the complementary cumulative distribution function569

of w′
max,i (CCDF F(w′

max,i), i.e the probability to have a larger value than w′
max,i for each570

thermal plume i) given in Eq A1 (Appendix A). For that, for each thermal plume i (of type-571

2) we compute the CCDF Fmax(w
′
p,i), then we divide them in bins of 0.1, and we plot the572

Fmax(w
′
max,i) histogram displayed in Fig 10. The flat distribution shows that the simulated573

w′
max,i of each plume i is equally distributed on both sides of the PDF of the maximum574

velocities Pmax(w
′
max,i). This proves that, at least for the tail of P(w′

p,i), (i) the hypothesis575

of the independent drafts is relevant, and (ii) the Gaussian PDF is pertinent too.576
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e. Sum up577

To sum up, the dynamical properties of the type-2 plumes are uniform over the plume578

field. Since the cross-section spectrum for type-2 plumes is exponential, this result is some-579

how consistent with the exponential distribution for individual mass fluxes proposed by Plant580

and Craig (2008). Moreover, each thermal plume can be considered as composed of indepen-581

dent drafts (i.e with no spatial coherence), following a Gaussian distribution for the vertical582

velocity, in which the average is quasi equivalent to the standard deviation. Finally, the583

Gaussian distribution well describes the maximum values statistics, which mostly depend on584

the cloud base cross-section.585

We shall add that a uniform vertical velocity spectrum over the plume field gives some586

relevance to the single plume approach, at least when considering the mean dynamical prop-587

erties of the thermal plume ensemble.588

6. Statistical Available Lifting Energy ALEBL,stat589

a. ALEBL,stat computation590

The statistical ALEBL,stat corresponds to the maximum kinetic energy found over the591

plume spectrum. From Sec 4 and Sec 5 we extracted, respectively, a median value for the592

maximum cross-section Smax (Eq 15), and a median value for the maximum vertical velocity593

〈
W ′

p,max

〉
(Eq 21) of a plume sample. Knowing that

〈
W ′

p,max

〉
is an increasing function of594

cross-section, the strongest updraft is hosted by the largest thermal Smax of the domain.595

Hence, when combining Eq 15 with Eq 21, and introducing Eq 20, we get a statistical596

maximum velocity inside the largest thermal:597

598

W ′
max = w′

p


1 +

√√√√ln

(
(S2 ln(N2)

š
)2

2π

)
− ln

(
ln

(
(S2 ln(N2)

š
)2

2π

))
 (22)
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We could noticed that the arbitrary value š had a limited influence on W ′
max. Hence,599

supposing that N2, S2 and w′
p are known, we can finally compute the statistical maximum600

kinetic energy at cloud base:601

602

ALEBL,stat =
1

2
W ′2

max (23)

Fig 11 shows the time evolution of ALEBL,stat. It is maximum around 13:00 LT and603

decreases later on. Actually, W ′
max is approximately in phase with w′

p (not shown), itself604

correlated to the sensible heat flux (not shown). Although the maximum cross-section Smax605

is around two times larger at 16:00 LT than at 13:00 LT (see Fig 6 b) the surface heating606

is less, consequently, the mean velocity of the plume population w′
p is around 30% less (not607

shown). This correlation between W ′
max and w′

p can be easily understood by a growth-608

compared analysis applied to the 2 terms of the product in Eq 22: the first term is w′
p, and609

the second varies with
√

ln(S2
max) (or

√
2 ln(Smax)). Thus, during the transition phase, the610

w′
p decrease dominates the Smax increase.611

According to the LES, the morning time large-scale inhibition is very high, and ALEBL,stat612

reaches the CIN (not shown) around 13:00 LT. Therefore, since observational (Lothon et al.613

(2011)) as well as LES (Couvreux et al. (2012)) data shows that deep convection triggers614

near 16:00 LT, the dynamical threshold ALEBL,stat > |CIN| alone is not sufficient to describe615

the whole transition process.616

b. Towards a new formulation of triggering617

Lothon et al. (2011) shows that, around 12:00-13:00 LT, the boundary layer moves from618

a regular, steady cloud-street organization to a more istropic structure consisting of bigger619

clouds. This period correspond to the beginning of the transition phase. Then, if ALEBL >620

|CIN| is apparently not a pertinent threshold for the deep-convection triggering, it may be621

relevant for describing the threshold from a shallow cumulus regime, to an transition regime.622
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In the shallow cumulus regime, no clouds cross the inhibition layer. In the transition regime,623

many cumulus clouds have enough kinetic energy to overshoot the CIN, but are still too624

small for reaching the high troposphere. Then, we shall impose a complementary constraint625

on the size of the thermal plumes to permit the triggering of deep convection.626

7. Deep convection triggering formulation627

In the current LMDZ model version, the deep convection triggering by boundary layer628

thermals is exclusively based on the threshold condition ALEBL > |CIN|. Since the associated629

thermal plume representation is deterministic, either not any plume triggers, or all the plumes630

trigger. But, since a thermal plume spectrum is considered here, we can a priori expect to631

represent, in a given domain, both passive boundary layer cumulus clouds, and overshooting632

clouds. As already mentioned, the plume size looks of primary importance in the triggering633

process; Lothon et al. (2011) noticed that first deep convective cells occur over a zone covered634

by the largest horizontal structures of the observed domain. Chaboureau et al. (2004) also635

stressed the existence of a two-step triggering, in which a transition phase clearly appears.636

Hence, the triggering formulation main idea is that the thermal plume field must require637

(i) at least one thermal plume whose maximum kinetic energy exceeds the CIN, which means638

ALEBL,stat > |CIN|, and (ii) a sufficient number of thermals whose size may potentially639

exceeds a certain threshold value Strig. This threshold corresponds to an arbitrary limit,640

from which the cloud base do not anymore correspond to a cumulus, but to a congestus or a641

cumulonimbus cloud. One might expect that the largest thermal plume size grows gradually642

up to the time when it reaches this threshold.643

Let Strig be the threshold value for deep convection triggering and assume that t0 cor-644

responds to the instant when ALEBL,stat > |CIN |. The triggering probability Pτ for one645

plume scene of duration τ , composed of N2 plumes, is the probability that Smax > Strig; that646

is the CCDF Fmax(Smax) given in Eq A7:647
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648

Pτ = Fmax(Strig) = 1− (1− F̂(Strig))
N2

The no-trigger probability is then:649

650

P̂τ = F̂max(Strig) = 1− Pτ

Giving, for every independent cloud scene of duration τ (e.g the average life expectancy651

of a thermal plume, ≈10 min):652

653

P̂τ =

(
1− exp

(−Strig

S2

))N2

(24)

The no-trigger probability definition P̂τ can be generalized to every time period ∆t = nτ ,654

composed of n independent scenes of duration τ :655

656

P̂∆t =
n∏

k=1

P̂τ

A continuous formulation (i.e whatever ∆t) of the no-trigger probability P̂∆t, which657

verifies P̂∆t = P̂τ if ∆t = τ is:658

659

P̂∆t = (P̂τ )
∆t
τ

When combining with Eq 24, this yields:660

661

P̂∆t =

[(
1− exp(

−Strig

S2

)

)N2
]∆t

τ
(25)

Thus, during every time period ∆t, we can compute a no-trigger probability P̂∆t.662

Looking back to Fig 6, the distribution of Smax is broad, meaning that Smax may vary a663

lot around the median value Smax (Eq 15), and the median value Smax does not represent the664

large fluctuations of Smax. Therefore we have to consider the triggering process Smax > Strig665

is stochastic. Considering a time period ∆t, the probability that Smax > Strig is equal to666
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the probability that a random sample 0 < R < 1 exceeds the non triggering probability per667

unit time P̂∆t. By the same token, in a time period ∆t, the stochastic triggering happens if668

R > P̂∆t.669

The triggering process not only governs the deep convection beggining, but also its end.670

Indeed, deep conection happens as long as it is triggered. Consequently, to be coherent this671

triggering must last a certain time for allowing deep convection to produce significant rain.672

For that we suggested to double the decorrelation time τ (from 10 min to 20 min) once deep673

convection has triggered; arguing that the typical timescale for a deep convective updraft is674

around two times more than for a thermal plume.675

Sum up: the three steps of the transition process676

1.Preliminary condition677

The boundary layer must be cloudy to allow the deep convection triggering.678

2.The dynamical threshold679

This threshold governs the transition from a regime in which cumulus clouds cannot680

reach their level of free convection (LFC) (i.e stays under the inhibition layer (CIN)) to681

a transient regime where at least some cumulus overshoot the CIN but do not reach the682

high troposphere in a significant number. It is also a deterministic threshold, which uses a683

PDF approach. It takes place when the statistical maximum kinetic energy produced by the684

boundary layer thermals ALEBL,stat exceeds the CIN:685

686

ALEBL,stat > |CIN| (26)
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3.The geometric threshold687

Once the dynamical criterion is reached, the boundary layer enters a transition regime,688

in which some cumulus overshoot the inhibition but do not reach the high atmosphere.689

The geometric criterion is stochastic, and governs the abrupt transition from the transient690

regime to the deep convection regime. It considers the type-2 plumes population spectrum,691

and states that every cloud scene of duration ∆t can potentially trigger at the condition that692

a random sample R exceeds the no-trigger probability P̂∆t:693

694

R > P̂∆t (27)

If deep convection has already triggered, the procedure is the same, but with a τ two695

times more impotant.696

Fig 12 illustrates the conceptual view of this formulation, from the first cloud to the deep697

convection triggering. From this new formulation, a stochastic triggering parametrization is698

proposed in a companion paper.699

8. Discussion and conclusion700

To consider the plume field like a statistical ensemble, with intra-thermal velocity fluctua-701

tions and inter-thermal cross-section fluctuations, made it possible to describe the transition702

process more in detail than a single plume approach. Data from the LES case AMMA gave703

us many insights on the geometrical and dynamical properties of the cloudy thermal plumes704

at the cloud base level during the transition from shallow to deep convection.705

The thermal plume field is divided into two populations, each one following an exponential706

distribution law, and from which an sum of exponential distribution P(s) for the whole707

population can be deduced. During the transition time, the distribution slope decreases,708

thermal plumes are less numerous, have a higher mean cross-section, and feed higher and709
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deeper clouds. A simple linear relationship between the cloud horizontal lengthscale (at710

LCL), the cloud depth and the the altitude of the cloud base has been proposed and verified711

on the AMMA case. This relationship suggests a link between the cloud thermodynamic712

properties and the cloud geometry. The cross-section maximum distribution Pmax(Smax) is713

consistent with the LES, but spreads over a large range of values. Indeed, the estimated714

median value Smax gradually moves away from the simulated Smax while transition evolves.715

Suspecting that the thermal size plays a key role in the triggering process, we filter out the716

type-1 plumes, and focus on the dynamical properties of type-2 plumes exclusively. Type-2717

plumes can be described as a sum of independent drafts whose velocity distribution P(w′
p,i)718

is nearly a gaussian, and is constant over the plume field. The gaussian mean and standard719

deviation are similar. Since the maximum value distribution Pmax(w
′
max,i) is also consistent720

with the simulated values, the gaussian distribution is pertinent for describing the maximum721

velocities distribution as well.722

Combining an analytical formulae of the median maximum plume size Smax and the me-723

dian maximum velocity
〈
W ′

p,max

〉
over a plume sample, a statistical maximum velocity W ′

max724

inside the largest thermal has been computed to get a statistical estimate of ALEBL,stat. In725

addition, the new triggering consider a threshold size Strig, which has to be exceeded by the726

maximum Smax to trigger deep convection. Knowing that the maximum size distribution727

Pmax(Smax) is wide, Smax fluctuations are important. Then it is pertinent to consider trig-728

gering (i.e Smax > Strig) as a stochastic process, in which a random sample R has to exceed729

a no-trigger probability P̂∆t for triggering.730

The present formulation proposes a three-steps transition and consists in two consecutive731

thresholds; the first one is deterministic and the second one is stochastic. The first threshold732

is dynamic ; it governs the inhibition crossing by at least one plume of the domain (i.e733

ALEBL,stat > |CIN|). It represents the moment when shallow clouds start to overshoot the734

inhibition layer and reach their Level of Free Convection (LFC); that is the transition phase.735

The second one is geometric and rules the deep convection triggering. Since deep convection736
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tends to trigger where the largest horizontal structures are, there is a threshold cross-section737

which has a certain probability to be exceeded at every independent cloud scene.738

This new triggering formulation has the great advantage to allow the existence of a739

particular stage between shallow and deep convection, during which the inhibition layer is740

overcome but clouds are still too small for reaching the high troposphere. This transient741

regime is generally missed in most of GCMs.742

However, to integrate such a formulation in a parametrization of deep convection trig-743

gering by boundary layer thermals is still a difficult work. The main difficulty is to retrieve744

a cross-section spectrum from the variables given by the boundary layer parametrization,745

which is single-plume based in most of the cases. A triggering parametrization for the LMD’s746

model (LMDZ) based on this formulation is proposed in a companion paper.747

One may contest that this triggering formulation is inspired from only one case study,748

and so has few chances to be applicable in other situations. That is why the robustness749

of this formulation will be futher investigated in the second part of this paper; the corre-750

sponding parametrization will be tested over various environmental conditions (continental751

and oceanic) and also in conditions favourable, and not favourable, for triggering. It will be752

first tested in a single-column framework on different case studies, and then in the global753

framework to estimate the added value when compare to the deterministic approach in the754

full GCM.755
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APPENDIX A766

767

Maximum of a large (' 100) number of random variables with identical probability density768

functions.769

We consider a set of N independent random variables (xi)i=1,N with identical probabil-770

ity density function (PDF) P , cumulative distribution function (CDF) F̂ , complementary771

cumulative distribution function (CCDF) F . The CDF F̂ (resp CCDF F) is defined by:772

F̂(X) = {probability that xi < X (resp xi > X)}. The following relations hold:773

F(X) = 1 − F̂(X) ; P(x) =
dF̂
dx

= −dF
dx

774

(i) CCDF of the maximum:775

We seek the CCDF Fmax of the maximum of the (xi)i=1,N . The probability that max(xi)776

exceeds a given value X is equal to the probability that at least one of the xi exceeds X,777

which is equal to 1 − {probability that, for all i, xi < X}. Since the (xi)i=1,N are778

independent, the last probability reads 1 − (1 − F(X))N . Thus the CCDF Fmax of the779

maximum of the (xi)i=1,N reads:780

781

Fmax(X) = 1 − (1 − F(X))N (A1)

Which gives for the PDF of the maximum values:782

783

Pmax(Xmax) =
−dFmax(Xmax)

dXmax

(A2)

(ii) Inverse formula784

Given a probability Pt < 0.9 we seek the corresponding threshold value Xt such that785

the probability that max(xi)i=1,N > Xt is equal to Pt:786
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787

Fmax(Xt) = Pt (A3)

Note that we are interested in large values of the xi, which implies that some upper788

bound be imposed upon Pt. As will appear later, an upper bound of 0.9 is sufficient for the789

oncoming developments.790

Substituting the expression of Fmax (Eq. A1) in Eq. (A3) and solving for F(Xt) one791

gets:792

793

F(Xt) = 1 − (1 − Pt)
1
N (A4)

This is an exact formula. We shall rather use an approximate form taking into account794

the fact that N is large. To that end we rewrite Eq.(A4):795

F(Xt) = 1 − exp

(
1

N
ln(1 − Pt)

)
796

Introducing the new variable797

πt = − ln(1 − Pt)798

which verifies 0. < πt < 2.3, the equation reads:799

F(Xt) = 1 − exp
(
−πt

N

)
800

Since πt/N is in the order of 10−2, the exponential may be replaced with a first order801

expansion :802

803

F(Xt) =
πt

N
(A5)

Thanks to this equation, finding Xt amounts merely to inverting F . In particular, the804

median Xmed of the distribution of the maximum, which corresponds to Pt = 0.5 and πt ≈ 0.7,805

is given by:806

F(Xmed) =
ln(2)

N
807
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(iii) The thermal cross-section s case808

The CCDF is809

F(S) = exp

(
− S

〈s〉
)

(A6)

and the number of random variables is the number Ntot of thermals in the grid-cell.810

The threshold cross-section St is given by Eq A5 where expression A6 is substituted for811

F(Xt), that is:812

exp

(
− St

〈s〉
)

=
πt

Ntot

(A7)

thus:813

St = 〈s〉 ln(
Ntot

πt

) (A8)

(iv) The vertical velocity w′
p,i case814

The CCDF is815

F(W ′
p,i) =

1

2
Erfc

(
W ′

p,i − w′
p,i√

2Γw′p,i

)
(A9)

and the number of random variables is the number ni of elementary drafts in the thermal816

indexed i.817

The threshold vertical velocity W ′
t,i verifies Eq A5 where expression A9 is substituted for818

F(Xt), that is:819

1

2
Erfc

(
W ′

t,i − w′
p,i√

2Γw′p,i

)
=

πt

ni

(A10)

Since
πt

ni

<< 1, one may use the asymptotic form of Erfc−1(x) in the limit x −→ 0,820

Erfc−1(x) ≈ 1√
2

√
ln

(
2

πx2

)
− ln

[
ln

(
2

πx2

)]
, which yields:821

W ′
t,i = w′

p,i + Γw′p,i

√
ln

(
n2

i

2ππ2
t

)
− ln

(
ln

(
n2

i

2ππ2
t

))
(A11)
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Sample k n range (drafts) 〈n〉k (drafts)
〈
w′

p

〉
k
(m.s−1)

〈
w′2

p

〉
k
(m2.s−1)

〈
w′3

p

〉
k
(m3.s−1)

〈
Γw′p

〉
k
(m.s−1)

〈
Φw′p

〉
k

〈
w′

p,max

〉
k
(m.s−1)

1 40:43 41.0 1.04±0.06 2.67±0.21 7.74±0.93 1.08±0.04 0.26±0.05 3.35±0.15
2 43:47 44.7 0.91±0.05 2.23±0.18 5.98±0.78 1.01±0.04 0.23±0.05 3.14±0.13
3 47:51 49.0 1.11±0.06 2.89±0.21 8.53±0.96 1.11±0.04 0.14±0.06 3.66±0.14
4 51:57 53.8 1.04±0.05 2.63±0.17 7.42±0.75 1.12±0.04 0.22±0.04 3.79±0.15
5 57:63 60.1 1.07±0.05 2.60±0.18 7.02±0.75 1.06±0.04 0.13±0.04 3.59±0.14
6 63:71 66.8 1.07±0.04 2.44±0.15 6.25±0.58 1.04±0.03 0.19±0.04 3.53±0.12
7 71:84 77.2 1.07±0.05 2.59±0.16 6.65±0.63 1.08±0.03 0.16±0.04 3.81±0.11
8 85:103 99.5 1.11±0.04 2.80±0.15 7.85±0.70 1.16±0.03 0.24±0.05 4.08±0.13
9 103:137 116.9 1.02±0.04 2.57±0.13 6.55±0.57 1.14±0.03 0.21±0.04 3.97±0.12
10 138:430 215.9 1.08±0.04 2.72±0.12 6.64±0.48 1.17±0.03 0.06±0.05 4.23±0.10

Table 1. Mean dynamical characteristics of the 10 thermal plume samples of category 2
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Fig. 4. a) Time evolution of the N-normalized cross-section distribution (Nn(n)) fitting
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Fig. 6. a) Pmax(Smax) time evolution from 1200 to 1600 LT. b) Time-series of the estimated
maximum cross-section Smax (squares) and simulated Smax (crosses) from 1200 to 1800 LT.
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